In this paper an attempt has been made to develop a discrete precipitation model for the daily series of precipitation occurrences over North East India. The point of approach is to model the duration of consecutive dry and wet days i.e. spell, instead of individual wet and dry days. Various distributions viz. uniform, geometric, logarithmic, negative binomial, Poisson and Markov chain of order one and two, Eggenberger-Polya distribution have been fitted to describe the wet and dry spell frequencies of occurrences. The models are fitted to the observed data of seven stations namely Imphal, Mohanbari, Guwahati, Cherrapunji, Silcoorie, North Bank and Tocklai (Jorhat) of NorthEast India with pronounced attention to summer monsoon season. The goodness of fit of the proposed model has been tested using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. It is observed that Eggenberger-Polya distribution fairly fits wet and dry spell frequencies and can be used in the future for an estimation of the wet and dry spells in the area under study.
INTRODUCTION
The definition of spell is based on the duration of consecutive wet and dry days. A wet spell is a sequence of wet days and it begins and ends the day after and the day before a dry day. In this study a wet day (W) is considered as one where the precipitation is = 1mm and, obviously, dry day (D) the one where there is not precipitation or is not > 1mm. According to Fisher (1924) crop yield during a season mainly influenced by the distribution of rainfall rather than season total amount of rainfall. Again the distribution of rainfall depends on the wet and dry spells over a period of time, so it is very important to investigate the pattern of occurrence of such spells during the Indian Summer Monsoon Season. The main objective of the present study is to find the best fitting model to describe the wet and dry spell frequencies of occurrences considering the climatic features of the different parts of North-East India. Among the possible statistical models,we have used Discrete uniform distribution; Geometric distribution; Logarithmic series; Negative binomial distribution; Poisson distribution; Markov chain of order one and two; Eggenberger-Polya distribution.The KolmogorovSmirnov test for goodness of fit was employed as the significance test for every model, assuming the level of significance as 5% (a =.05). In order to put our discussion into proper perspective we relate our work with the existing literature. The most frequently used model for generating consecutive series of dry and wet days is the first order, two state, homogeneous Markov chain that has been applied by several authors (cf. Gabriel and Neumann (1962) , Katz (1974) , Bruhn et al. (1980) , Richardson (1981) , Geng (1986) , Matyasovszky and Dobi (1986) , Wilks (1992) , Dubrovsky (1997) . The major disadvantage of this model is that it overestimates the very short, but underestimates the very long dry sequences. An essential improvement to reproduce the short and long spells were made by Berger and Goossens (1983) and Nobilis (1986) using higher order Markov chain and Eggenberger-Polya distribution. They found that short spells were best fitted by fourth order Markov chain, where as the EggenbergerPolya distribution gave the best fit to the long series. Later, Racsko et al. (1991) proposed a model constituting two different geometric distributions. In the referred study, both the geometric distributions were separated according to the length of dry spells. Results of the works suggested that mixed distribution, including geometric one, could be promising in reproduction of long dry periods. For wet spells, it was also observed that simple geometric distribution could be promising. Recently, following the idea of Racsko et al. (1991) a mixture distribution based on a weighted sum of two geometric distributions, as well as that of one geometric and one poisson distribution have been applied by Wantuch et al. (2000) . The first model exhibits good fitting for the dry spells and the latter one can be advised to employ 
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for the wet periods. More recently, while Tolika and Maheras (2005) have found that both Markov chain of order two and Negative Binomial distribution can be used to estimate the wet spells in Greece, Eggenberger-Polya and Truncated Negative Binomial were found to be more efficient in fitting observed data both for wet/dry spells by Giuseppe et al. (2005) . Although a good number of literatures are available describing the model for daily precipitation round the globe, no rigorous work barring the work by Medhi (1976) pursued in the North East region of India. A brief outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2, introduces a brief specification of data set and the statistical methods used in this work. In section 3, a discussion is carried out on the results obtained from different statistical models applied to analyze the wet and dry spells frequencies. Finally, section 4 is devoted to a critical assessment of the results obtained in section 3.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study series of daily rainfall data of seven stations in North East India viz. Imphal (2001 Imphal ( -2005 , Mohanbari (1993 Mohanbari ( -2006 , Guwahati (2001 Guwahati ( -2005 st of October) it is considered in its whole up to its modality change even if it reaches the following season and we include it in the season in which it develop longer. The sample gives the observed frequency of wet/dry spell of i length (where i goes from 1 to the longest spell). The i length spell can be considered as a casual variable and its probability density can be calculated with theoretical models. The models that have been used to describe the empirical data are uniform, geometric, logarithmic, negative binomial, Poisson, defined by [Eq. 1-Eq. 5] respectively. Further, following the trend of Berger et al. (1983) 
where k (=1,2,3,…) is defined as the number of consecutive days of which a spell is composed. The Eggemberger-Polya distribution is:
where Γ is the Gamma function.
It follows from the argument of Giuseppe et al. (2005) that the above distribution maintains the following recursive relation: 
where (m+1) length. In the case of first order Markov chain the probability that a dry spell will last exactly n days is given by ) 1 .( . 
ijk n is the number of transition from the state i to the state k through j. The first order Markov Chain only takes into account the state-wet or dry-of the day preceding a given one. In the same way, the second-order considers the states of the two preceding days. Raising the order of Markov chain does not necessarily do away the imperfections of the model. On the other hand, the number of parameters to estimate increases with 2 k for two state, k order Markov chain which may rapidly enhance the uncertainty of the estimation. Therefore the present study is confined to the Markov chain of order one and two. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for goodness of fit is then employed as the significance test for each model which is one of the most powerful non parametric tests for differences between two cumulative frequency Massey and Frank (1951) showed that KolmogorovSmirnov test treats individual observation separately leading to no loss of information in grouping while loss of information in chi-square procedure is large. Pal (1998) mentioned that the Chi square test's sensitivity to very small cell frequencies make itself unsuitable when expected frequencies work out at less than 5 in 20 percent of the cells. In this study, we have also observed that more than 20% of the cell frequencies are less than 5 and therefore the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied to test the goodness of fit. The test statistics used is
where S n (x) and F(x) are empirical and theoretical distribution functions, respectively. The distribution of D n is independent of F(x). The theoretical distribution function however, has to be completely specified. In this study the theoretical distribution function have been calculated by using the estimated parameters of the distribution in each case. The significance of a critical value of D n depends on the no. of observations. For example, if n is over 35, the critical values of D at .05 level of significance can be determined by the formula 1.36/ √n. Any D n equal to or greater than 1.36/√n will be significant at .05 levels (two tailed test). In the second phase, the goodness of fit has been tested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and results are summarized in Table 1 to Table 7 .
RESULTS
This section deals with the comparative results obtained from different statistical models applied to analyze the wet and dry spells frequencies over North East India. In the first phase of this work we have calculated the empirical frequencies of wet and dry spells according to their length. Then the same frequencies have been estimated for each station using the aforesaid theoretical distribution models.
Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests presented in the Table1 to Table 7 clearly indicate that apart from the M.C of order two (in some cases order 1 also) and Eggenberger-Polya distribution, the rest of the distributions work poorly to represent the spell frequencies. 
Conclusion
This section concerns with the critical evaluation of the work carried out. These are listed below: Eggenberger-Polya distribution and Markov Chain of order two (in some cases Markov Chain of order one also) models are efficient in fitting the observed data. The other models do not fit at all. In case of dry spells (wet spells) Eggenberger-Polya distribution (Markov Chain of order two) shows best fit in four stations out of seven stations. Markov Chain of order two needs four parameters while Eggenberger-Polya needs only two parameters. Considering the above discussions it can be concluded that Eggenberger-Polya is better than Markov Chain of order two and can be more easily used as a theoretical model to estimate the seasonal climatic characterization of precipitation over North-East India.
